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Witness 

 
“The greatest thing a human soul ever does in the world is to see something and tell what [they] saw in 
a plain way. … To see clearly is poetry, prophecy, and religion all in one.” —John Ruskin 
 
To witness is no small thing. Opening our senses and our hearts to the world around us, and to name 
what we notice and what we believe it means, depends on all our human faculties – of observation, 
understanding, compassion, and language. No wonder we consider it the work of poets and painters, 
of prophets and preachers, of judges and justice seekers. But witnessing is not just the special work of 
a few. It is the everyday invitation to each of us as friends and companions, as neighbors and citizens, 
to attend to one another with our hearts and senses wide open. We are all called to the witness stand 
of this day, to notice and name what we’ve seen – and to let it change us and guide us. 

In the 19th century, before video and its ubiquitous sharing, citizens sometimes traveled to a war front 
to watch. At Bull Run, the first battle of the U.S. Civil War, a large gathering of spectators traveled 
seven hours by carriage from Washington to watch what was expected to be a short and decisive 
skirmish. As we now know, it was so much more than that, sending the spectators home in horror and 
haste as witnesses to a fierce and bloody battle wounding or killing 5,000 soldiers and beginning a long 
war that would kill over a half-million more.  

Today, we have no distance to travel as witnesses to the world’s battlefronts. The horrors of the war in 
Ukraine play repeatedly in our homes and our hands as we watch on television and cell phone the 
destruction and suffering unfolding. Even closer are the battles being fought in our own communities 
and lives. As Adrienne Rich wrote 25 years ago, now “there is no demilitarized zone, no line dividing 
war from peace.” The violence of our times is right here, wherever here is. We are all witnesses, 
whether we want to be or not. 

The question here is, What does our faith ask of us as witnesses? What will we do with what we have 
seen?  

In general, we are asked not to turn away – in our attention and our heart. Though, at times, this 
means we must pause our watching (sometimes turning off the news), to keep our hearts open. Our 
faith invites us to be compassionately changed by what we observe, and to let what we learn call us 
into more compassionate living and action. 

But there’s more. Our faith calls our attention not only to what we have noticed but also to what we 
might miss. To the periphery of our senses. To what lies between or beyond our expectations and 
assumptions. To the often invisible connections between us, between your story and mine. To the 
story behind the story.  

The human brain mostly notices what is expected. What we observe through our senses travels 
through the brain on neuropathways and the paths more frequently traveled light up more easily. We 
are quicker to see or hear what we are accustomed to seeing or hearing. It’s sobering to consider what 
this means, given a steady news diet of warfare and violence, of polarization and discord. But the good 
news is, our brains are designed to change. Neuroplasticity means at any age we can open new 
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neuropathways or widen old ones, allowing our brains to notice what we might have missed before: 
The possibilities for peace. The compassionate response. The connection between all beings.  

This is the power of the Easter story, revisited this month: the stone rolled away, revealing not only an 
empty tomb but a whole new story rising from it. A dramatically different possibility than any of the 
witnesses on that day had expected – and what follows, in the story and the millennia since then, is all 
about how they were changed by it and gave witness to their change.  

How have you been changed by what you’ve witnessed? What possibilities – for peace, for 
compassion, for love and beauty – are already present in the periphery of your awareness? And how 
might you widen the paths, in your mind and your heart, toward these, both real and possible? When 
called to give witness today, what will you say?  
 
By Karen Hering on behalf of this month's theme team: Andrea La Sonde Anastos, Ahmed Anzaldua, 
Drew Danielson, KP Hong, Kathy Hurt, and Laura Park. 
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Spiritual Practices 
Option A 

The Practice of Presence 
 
Witness can be a call to action (as in political or social witness) or it can also be a call to presence. This 
is often a need in a time of personal crisis such as a death, a loss of employment, a difficult medical 
diagnosis, a divorce. In Unity’s Congregational Care program, the Care Team members offer to be 
present with others through these and other personal events. In the death of a loved one, many 
traditions have rituals and practices that encourage others to be present with those who are grieving. 
The Jewish practice of sitting shiva with a family is one example.  

A witness of presence can be as hard as or harder than a witness involving action. Or it can be as 
simple as slowing down to compassionately notice the people you encounter on any day. Being 
present and focused on the one needing presence requires attention, time, patience and practice.  

For this practice, each morning choose your own way of naming your intention to notice others 
throughout your day, watching for an opportunity to be present to someone in a meaningful way. It 
might be a person on your bus ride, who boards with their hands full and a child in tow. Or a person on 
the street corner asking for money. Or a coworker who hints at a concern that’s weighing them down. 
Or maybe it’s a client on the phone who starts to tell you about a concern that isn’t related to your 
business together. Each of these, and many other encounters, might be an opportunity for offering 
your presence and compassionate listening. It doesn’t have to take long, but it will likely take more 
time than you would normally allow for such an exchange. Give one person each day a little extra time 
in a way that allows you to be present to their situation or needs. You don’t have to solve their 
situation or fulfill their needs. Just listen compassionately and let them know they’ve been seen. 

At the end of the day, make a brief entry in a journal or notebook to record who and what you’ve 
witnessed, and how it made you feel. As you reflect on these daily encounters, ask yourself how this 
practice of presence affects you. Do you avoid some types of encounters and find yourself more drawn 
to others? (Most of us are.) What happens if you challenge yourself to offer your presence to someone 
you might typically avoid? What do you notice about the discomfort – and maybe the rewards – of 
being present to others? After a week or more of engaging this practice, is there any difference in what 
or whom you notice during each day? What does this practice teach you about yourself? About others? 
About the power – and challenges – of the witness of presence? 
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Option B 
Bearing Witness 

 
Take some time to settle into a quiet mind, using your chosen spiritual practice. Once you feel 
centered and quiet, consider for yourself the question: What does it mean to “bear witness” as part of 
our spiritual practice? 

In the face of injustice, our immediate and most powerful impulse is to do something. We want to find 
a way to be of use, to alleviate the suffering we see, to throw our own small weight onto the scales of 
justice. It can seem indulgent at best, irresponsible or complicit at worst, to hold ourselves back from 
such action. 

In his poem, John Daniel writes: 

May we see with clarity, 
may we seek a vision 
that serves all beings… 

To bear witness to the large injustices of our world means allowing ourselves the time to see with 
clarity, to seek a larger vision. We take to heart the paradoxical Buddhist instruction: “Don’t just do 
something, sit there!” 

This reversal of our normal urge to leap into action reminds us that sometimes the leap is one of 
avoidance. To leap into “fix-it” mode is often a way to deny the intense discomfort of being face to face 
with the pain of injustice, caused by systems and institutions that are vast and complex. 

The first step in seeing with clarity is to allow ourselves to feel the whole range of emotions we 
encounter: sadness, regret, guilt, confusion, compassion, and grief. The willingness to stay present to 
the pain and to resist the fix-it mode allows us then to bear witness in another way. It lets us listen, 
with deep care, to the experiences told to us by those fighting for their rights, to hear their reality told 
through their own stories and in their own voices. 

Bearing witness is part of the spiritual journey of justice-making. It gives us a spaciousness in which we 
learn to hold the full complexity of the problems that confront us. It lets us hold ourselves in attentive 
waiting when the path to action is not yet clear. It reminds us to listen with acute respect to those 
whose stories are very different from ours, and to seek ways to walk with them as allies. 

Bearing witness to today’s reality — including, often, our own hidden complicity, and our need to 
change ourselves as well as the world — opens us more completely to a new vision of what could be. 
This is how we begin to build the world we dream about.  

From UU College of Social Justice UUCSJ Study Guide for Cross-Cultural Engagement, Unit 5: Showing 
Up Respectfully - Bearing Witness – Spiritual Practice. 

https://uucsj.org/study-guide/bearing-witness/spiritual-practice/ 

  

https://uucsj.org/study-guide/bearing-witness/spiritual-practice/
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Option C 
To Photograph or Not To Photograph 

 
Witnessing invites us to see what is, and not merely what we expect. It invites us to be fully present 
with every sense attuned to what is unfolding. It invites us to set our assumptions aside and observe 
what is outside ourselves without hastening to interpretation, desiring to be entertained, or (even) 
wondering what we may learn. 

Generations ago, there was no broadly available way to record ‘the facts,’ there were stories or 
sketches. Eventually, photographs arrived on the scene, but they were complicated to set up and 
involved heavy equipment and glass plates that needed to be handled carefully. Today, most 
smartphones keep us readily equipped with still and video cameras that can be used in an instant’s 
notice to record (and even livestream) what is happening around us. 

This practice is about noticing the gifts and challenges of photography as a form of witness. Choose a 
favorite place that you can visit several times within a week – it might be a neighborhood park or 
location you visit on a daily walk, a coffee shop you frequent, or a spot in your home or workplace or 
church. Plan to visit this place at least 3 times over the next week.  

• On the first visit, take a smartphone or digital camera and spend 15 minutes taking pictures of 
it. From far away and close up. At different angles. Maybe record a short video, if your camera 
will do that.  

• On the second visit, leave your phone or camera behind, and spend 15-30 minutes lingering in 
this place. Intentionally consider that you are recording the place and what happens there in 
your heart, using as many of your senses as you can. Touch it. Notice its sounds. Notice its 
smells. If others are there with you, feel free to engage with them.  

• After the second visit (ideally within a day of that visit), save half an hour to record what you 
remember from it. If you want a prompt to start, begin with “What I noticed was….” and follow 
wherever it leads, referring to as many of your senses as you can and including how it made you 
feel. 

• On another day, look again at the photos and video you took on the first visit. Is there anything 
in these recordings that you hadn’t noticed when you took them? Is there anything you notice 
now as you view them together? Does any of this noticing change your understanding of or 
relationship with this place? If you want a prompt to write about this, begin with “What I notice 
now….” and follow wherever it leads you, including the feelings about this place that are 
evoked by the photos and videos. 

• Return to the place for a third visit, exploring it with your camera or without, as you choose. 
Consider what you now notice – about the place, about your response to it, about your choices 
to photograph or not to photograph. 
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Questions to Ponder 
 

Read through the questions below and notice which one(s) resonate with you. One or more of the 
questions might seem particularly compelling – or some might stir resistance in you. Either of these 
reactions might make the question fruitful to consider. Choose just one and take time to consider it, 
over several days if possible. Write it down on a piece of paper you carry in your pocket. Or take a 
picture of that paper with your phone. Or record it in your journal–and spend some time, each day if 
you can, reflecting on it in writing or otherwise, noticing where it leads you and what you learn from it 
and your response to it.  
 

1. When you discuss an event that you and a friend or neighbor have both witnessed, do you find 
that you have witnessed different aspects of the event? Or perhaps you remember it 
completely differently. What do you make of eye-witness differences? 

2. Annie Dillard’s book, A Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, portrays witness as attentive observation. What 
have you witnessed in that way? Did anything about that witness transform you? 

3. Are you more or less likely to bear witness to the world’s beauty or its brokenness? Why? Does 
that matter? Is it possible to cultivate one’s inclination and ability to give witness? 

4. Sometimes, circumstances give us no alternative but to bear witness to something painful. In 
other moments, bearing witness to something painful, unjust, or tragic is a choice we can make. 
What prompts you to CHOOSE to bear witness?  

5. When you think of social witnessing, what are the ways you have witnessed (such as writing 
letters to the Editor, marching, canvassing, writing a check)? Which is/are your preferred 
way(s)? Are there ways you have never experienced? What is stopping you? 

6. Who are your mentors in witnessing? 

7. What are some differences between being a witness and being a bystander? Does witnessing 
necessarily change you? 

8. Does being a witness involve sacrifice? How so, or why not? 

9. What is it that directs our attention, so that of the millions of things happening around us we 
notice one and not the rest? Are there people or actions or activities that change or shape that? 

10. Have you ever given testimony as a witness before an audience? Perhaps you’ve done so in a 
court of law, in a church setting, or when speaking up on behalf of yourself or someone else. 
How did you prepare yourself? What did it feel like during your testimony, and afterward? 

11. Some witnessing may be intergenerational. That is, your parents, grandparents, and older 
friends and mentors may have witnessed certain things firsthand and testified about what they 
saw or experienced. Do you keep certain types of witness alive in your life today, even when 
you did not experience something directly, but through an older generation? 

12. What is your question? Your question may not be listed above. As always, if the above 
questions don’t name what life is asking from you now, spend the month listening to your heart 
to hear what your question is.  
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Resources 
Recommended Resources 

for Personal Exploration & Reflection 
 
The following resources are not required reading. They will not be analyzed in our circles. Instead, they 
are here to companion you on your journey this month, get your thinking started and open you to new 
ways of thinking about witness. 
 

Word Definitions & Roots 
 

Definition 
 
Verb (used with object) 
1. to see, hear, or know by personal presence and 

perception: to witness an accident. 
2. to be present at (an occurrence) as a formal 

witness, spectator, bystander, etc.: She 
witnessed our wedding. 

3. to bear witness to; testify to; give or afford 
evidence of: to bear witness to their suffering. 

4. to attest by one’s signature: He witnessed her 
will. 

 
Noun 
1. an individual who, being present, personally 

sees or perceives a thing; a beholder, spectator, 
or eyewitness. 

2. a person or thing that affords evidence. 
3. a person who gives testimony, as in a court of 

law. 
4. a person who signs a document attesting the 

genuineness of its execution. 
From Dictionary.com 

 

Roots 
 
witness (n.) 

Old English witnes “attestation of fact, event, etc., 
from personal knowledge;” also “one who so 
testifies;” originally “knowledge, wit,” formed from 

wit (n.) + -ness.… Christian use (late 14c.) is as a 
literal translation of Greek martys (see martyr).  
 

Wise Words 
 
“Standing as a witness in all things means being 
kind in all things, being the first to say hello, being 
the first to smile, being the first to make the 
stranger feel a part of things, being helpful, 
thinking of others’ feelings, being inclusive.” 
~Margaret D. Nadauld 

 
“It’ easy to talk a good game in an echo chamber, 
it’s easy to witness to people who think exactly the 
same way you do, but to test your convictions by 
going outside your comfort zone is where the 
ideological battle needs to go.” 
~Dana Loesch 

 
“I have learned to trust those who are witnesses 
rather than gurus, those who express their 
confusion as well as their knowledge, and those 
who share their suffering along with their joy.” 
~David Rankin 

 
“It occurs to me that one of the dearest benefits of 
living in a family is something so simple it’s easy to 
overlook: our families bear witness to our lives. 

Family members are present to observe our lives 
up close and personal.  

Siblings see each other with greater knowledge 
than classmates do. Classmates may suspect we’re 
sad when we didn’t make the team, but our 

https://www.dictionary.com/
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siblings hear us crying into our pillow. While our 
coworkers may congratulate us on a promotion, 
our spouses see our real joy when we find success. 

And parents bear witness to their children in a way 
no one else in the world ever will. . . This bearing 
witness in families looks passive and may be 
unnoticeable. In fact, it may be the family’s most 
defining work on behalf of our kids.” 
~Claudia Quigg, from https://www.nprillinois.org/blogs/2015-
11-05/lets-talk-kids-to-bear-witness 
 
“Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has made it difficult 
to focus on anything else. Images of people living 
below ground to escape missile strikes, families 
trekking across borders, crying children — they are 
embedded in my mind. We are rightfully awed by 
the Ukrainian people’s resolve in the face of an 
unprovoked attack, a kind of resolve we see people 
all over the world have shown in the face of 
violence. 

That human spirit is the reason I feel responsible 
not just for being informed but also for witnessing. 
It is easy to look away when the conflict feels 
remote, but bearing witness is the responsibility of 
being a citizen of a global superpower. I am also 
part of a community of people marked by others’ 
willful forgetting about the price we had to pay to 
win human dignity. That makes witnessing urgent. I 
do not want to do to others what is routinely done 
to us. I do not want to be the person who deals 
with human cruelty by ignoring it.” 
~Tressie McMillan Cottom 
From How to Avoid Drowning in an Ocean of Information  

 
“We’re only here for a short while. And I think it’s 
such a lucky accident, having been born, that we’re 
almost obliged to pay attention. In some ways, this 
is getting far afield. I mean, we are — as far as we 
know — the only part of the universe that’s self-
conscious. We could even be the universe’s form of 
consciousness. We might have come along so that 
the universe could look at itself. I don’t know that, 
but we’re made of the same stuff that stars are 
made of, or that floats around in space. But we’re 
combined in such a way that we can describe what 
it’s like to be alive, to be witnesses. Most of our 
experience is that of being a witness. We see and 

hear and smell other things. I think being alive is 
responding.”  
~Mark Strand 
https://www.themarginalian.org/2015/01/28/mark-strand-
creativity/ 

 
“We are met here on a great battlefield of that 
war. We have come to dedicate a portion of it, as a 
final resting place for those who here gave their 
lives that that nation might live. It is altogether 
fitting and proper that we should do this. 

But in a larger sense, we can not dedicate we can 
not consecrate we can not hallow this ground. The 
brave men, living and dead, who struggled here, 
have consecrated it far above our poor power to 
add or detract. The world will little note, nor long 
remember, what we say here, but can never forget 
what they did here. 

It is for us, the living, rather to be dedicated here to 
the unfinished work which they have, thus far, so 
nobly carried on. It is rather for us to be here 
dedicated to the great task remaining before us 
that from these honored dead we take increased 
devotion to that cause for which they gave the last 
full measure of devotion that we here highly 
resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain; 
that this nation shall have a new birth of freedom; 
and that this government of the people, by the 
people, for the people, shall not perish from the 
earth.” 
~Abraham Lincoln, from his Gettysburg Address 
http://www.abrahamlincolnonline.org/lincoln/speeches/gett
ysburg.htm 

 
“We are here to abet creation and to witness it, to notice 
each thing so each thing gets noticed. Together we notice 
not only each mountain shadow and each stone on the 
beach, but we notice each other’s beautiful face and 
complex nature so that creation need not play to an 
empty house.”  
~Annie Dillard, from Teaching a Stone to Talk: Expeditions 
and Encounters 

 
“It is only through disruptions and confusion that 
we grow, jarred out of ourselves by the collision of 
someone else’s private world with our own.” 
~Joyce Carol Oates 

 

https://www.nprillinois.org/blogs/2015-11-05/lets-talk-kids-to-bear-witness
https://www.nprillinois.org/blogs/2015-11-05/lets-talk-kids-to-bear-witness
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/07/opinion/ukraine-social-media-disinformation.html
https://www.themarginalian.org/2015/01/28/mark-strand-creativity/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2015/01/28/mark-strand-creativity/
http://www.abrahamlincolnonline.org/lincoln/speeches/gettysburg.htm
http://www.abrahamlincolnonline.org/lincoln/speeches/gettysburg.htm
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/12534.Teaching_a_Stone_to_Talk?from_search=true&from_srp=true&qid=IB1VtCMXvA&rank=1
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/12534.Teaching_a_Stone_to_Talk?from_search=true&from_srp=true&qid=IB1VtCMXvA&rank=1
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“Our times ask us to exercise our capacity for 
prophetic witness, by Prophetic witness I mean our 
capacity to see what is happening, to say what is 
happening and to act in accordance with what we 
know…. Prophetic witness …is the ability to name 
those places where we resist knowing what needs 
to be known.” 
~Rebecca Parker, UU theologian and minister, from What 
does it mean to be a community of prophecy? 

 
“I think our job is to see and to let ourselves be 
seen. I think our job is to love the world.” 
~Kate DiCamillo 
from OnBeing with Krista Tippett, March 17, 2022. 

 
“To be a witness does not consist in engaging in 
propaganda, nor even in stirring people up, but in 
being a living mystery. It means to live in such a 
way that one’s life would not make sense if God did 
not exist.” 
~Cardinal Emmanuel Célestin Suhard, from Walking on 
Water: Reflections on Faith and Art by Madeleine L’Engle 

 

Poetry 
 

Now! The Art of Being Truly Present 

by Jean Smith 
 
With an open heart, may I bear 
witness to all of life’s joy 
and suffering, 
that I may share the gift 
of sympathetic joy for others’ 
happiness and compassion 
for their sorrow. 

From Now! The Art of Being Truly Present  

 

Youth Sunday  
by Rita Dove 
 
The morning’s already good—summer’s 
cooling. Addie chattering like a magpie— 
but today we are leading the congregation. 
Ain’t that a fine thing! All in white like angels, 
they’ll be sighing when we appear at the pulpit 
and proclaim, “Open your hymnals—” 
Addie. what’s that page number again? 

Never mind, it’ll be posted. I think. I hope.  
Hold still, Carole, or else this sash will never 
sit right! There. Now you do mine.  
Almost eleven. I’m ready. My, don’t we look— 
what’s the word the reverend used in 
last Sunday’s sermon? Oh, I got it: ethereal. 

 
On September 15, 1963, a group of Ku Klux 
Klansmen bombed the Sixteenth Street Baptist 
Church in Birmingham, Alabama, which, like many 
Black churches, was a center of organizing for the 
civil rights movement. Four young girls were killed: 
Addie Mae Collins, Cynthia Wesley, Carole 
Robertson, and Denise McNair. At least twenty 
people were injured. Many years later, three of the 
four conspirators were brought to trial and 
convicted; the fourth died before he could be tried.  

From The 1619 Project by Nikole Hannah-Jones.  
https://youtu.be/XXtoWwvh1xY 

 

Birth Witness 
by Ofelia Zepeda 
 
Excerpt 
“It doesn’t count,” the woman behind the glass 
window tells me, 

“if you were not baptized the same year you were born 

the baptismal certificate cannot be used to verify 
your birth.” 
 
“You need affidavits,” she said. 

“Your older siblings, you have some don’t you? 

They have to be old enough to have a memory 

of your birth. 

Can they vouch for you?” 

Who was there to witness my birth? 

Who was there with my mother? 

Was it my big sister? 

Would my mother have let a teenager watch her 
giving birth? 

Was it my father? 

I can imagine my father assisting her with her babies. 

My aunts? 

Who was there when I breathed my first breath? 

http://www.emersonuuc.org/soul-matters-january-2017-what-does-it-mean-to-be-a-community-of-prophecy/
http://www.emersonuuc.org/soul-matters-january-2017-what-does-it-mean-to-be-a-community-of-prophecy/
https://onbeing.org/programs/kate-dicamillo-for-the-eight-year-old-in-you/?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=0943ec29-d946-4d00-9762-cf5a1d3564fd
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/136814.Walking_on_Water?ac=1&from_search=true&qid=RJab4TR4Hz&rank=2
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/136814.Walking_on_Water?ac=1&from_search=true&qid=RJab4TR4Hz&rank=2
https://www.spiritualityandpractice.com/practices/practices/view/26592/bearing-witness
https://youtu.be/XXtoWwvh1xY
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Took in those dry particles from the cotton fields. 

Who knew then that I would need witnesses of my birth? 

The stars were there in the sky. 

The wind was there. 

The sun was there. 

The pollen of spring was floating and sensed me 
being born. 

They are silent witnesses. 

They do not know of affidavits, they simply know.” 

For the full text of the poem: 
https://www.bainbridgepubliclibrary.org/pdfs/Poem%20Birth
%20Witness.pdf 

To see the poet reading and describing the poem: 
https://vimeo.com/430132057 

 

Between the World and Me 
by Richard Wright 
 
Excerpt 
And one morning while in the woods I stumbled  
    suddenly upon the thing, 
Stumbled upon it in a grassy clearing guarded by scaly 
    oaks and elms 
And the sooty details of the scene rose, thrusting 
    themselves between the world and me.... 
 
There was a design of white bones slumbering 
forgottenly 
    upon a cushion of ashes. 
There was a charred stump of a sapling pointing a 
blunt 
    finger accusingly at the sky. 
There were torn tree limbs, tiny veins of burnt 
leaves, and 
    a scorched coil of greasy hemp; 
A vacant shoe, an empty tie, a ripped shirt, a lonely 
hat, 
    and a pair of trousers stiff with black blood. 
And upon the trampled grass were buttons, dead 
matches, 
    butt-ends of cigars and cigarettes, peanut shells, 
    a drained gin-flask, and a whore’s lipstick; 
Scattered traces of tar, restless arrays of feathers, 
and the 
    lingering smell of gasoline. 

And through the morning air the sun poured yellow 
    surprise into the eye sockets of the stony skull.... 
 

Bearing Witness 
by Carrie Newcomer 
 
Excerpt 
Nothing lasts forever, 

Not even winter. 

This is how we bear witness 

To all that is soft and heavy, 

Lost and lasting, 

Pardoned and persisting, 

That keeps breaking our hearts 

With all this world must come through, 

With all the beauty that’s still shining, 

Warm and phosphorescent, 

Winking off, 

And then on, 

A mystic Morris code 

Somewhere out in the dark. 

https://carrienewcomer.tumblr.com/post/617575089986224
128/a-speed-of-soul-poem-bearing-witness 

 
Greeting 
by Kim Chapman 
 
The two sisters, I suppose, 

come arms outstretched 

in hurried pace 

from the corners of their universe and meet on the 
sidewalk 

of the Wichita airport, 

embrace, embrace as long 

as welcome will allow, 

then part and stand, 

gesticulating and 

undoubtedly (though I cannot hear) saying, you 
look so good, 

it’s been so long, 

I cannot wait to tell you, 

https://www.bainbridgepubliclibrary.org/pdfs/Poem%20Birth%20Witness.pdf
https://www.bainbridgepubliclibrary.org/pdfs/Poem%20Birth%20Witness.pdf
https://vimeo.com/430132057
https://carrienewcomer.tumblr.com/post/617575089986224128/a-speed-of-soul-poem-bearing-witness
https://carrienewcomer.tumblr.com/post/617575089986224128/a-speed-of-soul-poem-bearing-witness
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and turning, briskly go 

paired in steps and arm swings 

to the parked car 

in the sun-soaked parking lot. 

And did I say they wore bonnets and the old style 
summer dress 

of a pale blue pattern 

on that comfortable white, 

which signals to the world, 

to me watching them, 

there is nothing so old 

nor so natural 

as greeting whom you love 

after too long an absence. 

From Cairns Vol. 3, 2011 

 

Prayer 
 

Now in the Evening 

by Rabindranath Tagore 

 

You have given me a seat at Your window from the 
early hour. 

I have spoken to Your silent servants of the road 
running on Your errands and have sung with Your 
choir of the sky. 

I have seen the sea in calm, hearing its 
immeasurable silence, and in storm, struggling to 
break open its own mystery of depth. 

I have watched the earth in its prodigal feast of 
youth and in its slow hours of brooding shadows. 

Those who went to sow seeds have heard my 
greetings, and those who brought their harvest 
home, or their empty baskets, have passed by my 
songs. 

Thus at last my day has ended, and now in the 
evening, I sing my last song to say that I have loved 
Your world. 

From The Heart of God, Prayers of Rabindranath Tagore, 
selected and edited by Herbert F. Vetter 

 

Articles 
 

The Power and Strength of Bearing 
Witness 
 
In legal terms, witness is derived from a root 
meaning ‘to bear in mind;’ ‘to remember;’ ‘to be 
careful.’ A witness in this light can be defined as 
one who has knowledge of something by 
recollection and experience, and who can tell 
about it accurately. 

Psychology Today article by Kristi Piklowicz, The Power and 
Strength of Bearing Witness 

 

Lynching Postcards: 'Token Of A Great Day' 
from NPR’s All Things Considered 
 
In this news piece, NPR interviews filmmaker 
Christine Turner about her documentary, Lynching 
Postcards: 'Token Of A Great Day'. This interview 
describes how postcards of lynchings captured the 
white crowds watching and participating, and how 
Black activists subsequently used such postcards in 
anti-lynching campaigns. 

https://www.npr.org/2022/02/08/1078977454/race-racism-
lynching-postcards-ahmaud-arbery-george-floyd 

 

Christian Witness in a Multi-Religious 
World: Recommendations for Conduct 
 
A collaboration between The Pontifical Council for 
Interreligious Dialogue (PCID) of the Holy See and 
The World Council of Churches Programme on 
Interreligious Dialogue and Co-operation (WCC-
IRDC). 
https://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/pontifical_councils/inte
relg/documents/rc_pc_interelg_doc_20111110_testimonianz
a-cristiana_en.html 

 
“The purpose of this document is to encourage 
churches, church councils and mission agencies to 
reflect on their current practices and to use the 
recommendations in this document to prepare, 
where appropriate, their own guidelines for their 
witness and mission among those of different 
religions and among those who do not profess any 

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/66410.The_Heart_of_God?ac=1&from_search=true&qid=IkpHBnFRpf&rank=1
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/meaningful-you/201312/the-power-and-strength-bearing-witness
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/meaningful-you/201312/the-power-and-strength-bearing-witness
https://www.npr.org/2022/02/08/1078977454/race-racism-lynching-postcards-ahmaud-arbery-george-floyd
https://www.npr.org/2022/02/08/1078977454/race-racism-lynching-postcards-ahmaud-arbery-george-floyd
https://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/pontifical_councils/interelg/documents/rc_pc_interelg_doc_20111110_testimonianza-cristiana_en.html
https://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/pontifical_councils/interelg/documents/rc_pc_interelg_doc_20111110_testimonianza-cristiana_en.html
https://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/pontifical_councils/interelg/documents/rc_pc_interelg_doc_20111110_testimonianza-cristiana_en.html
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particular religion.” This is decidedly focused 
toward Christians, but the basis and 
recommendations are based in love and respect for 
people of all religions or of no religion, and call for 
study, building relationships with people of all 
kinds, to cooperate with all religious communities, 
and to call on governments for freedom of religion. 
It is a document on how to do public witness. 
 

Amen to Uprising: A Commitment and Call 
to Action 
2020 Action of Immediate Witness 
 
A UUA call to support Black Lives Matter and create 
systemic change in our congregations.  
 
Excerpt 
BECAUSE Unitarian Universalist congregations 
covenant to affirm the inherent worth and dignity 
of every person, and to promote justice, equity and 
compassion in human relations, we proclaim 
loudly, Black Lives Matter! 

WHEREAS, modern policing in the United States is a 
continuation of what began as slave patrols and 
have been used to control and harm Black people 
for generations; 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT, as Unitarian 
Universalists we commit to shaping a world in 
which love and justice may thrive, where Black 
leadership, creativity, and resilience is celebrated 
while Black grief is honored and held with love. We 
will use our voices to amplify the demands of Black 
Lives Matter… and other organizations operated by 
and for Black people. 

https://www.uua.org/action/statements/amen-uprising-
commitment-and-call-action 

 

The Poetry of Bearing Witness 
by Howard Richard Debs 
 
Debs says of those who write about the Holocaust, 
“the purpose is to strike one more match to keep 
the flame of memory and truth ignited.” 

An On Being blog post: https://onbeing.org/blog/the-poetry-
of-bearing-witness/ 

 

The Writer as Witness: Why We Need 
Literature to Document Atrocities-at Home 
and Abroad 
by Daisy Hernández 
 
Excerpt 
For a long time, I cringed whenever I heard 
someone talk about a novel or a poem bearing 
witness. The word “witness” bothered me. It felt 
hollow and privileged. It felt like something an 
entitled American writer would say, a writer who 
could author a book and walk away. I was not that 
person, or at least I didn’t want to be. 

And I was not the only one who had reservations. 
The poet Natalie Diaz observed in an interview that 
“bearing witness” is a curious phrase. “Most people 
don’t bear it at all,” she said. “They just look, they 
just look with their eyes and write with their eyes, 
and go to sleep.” 

The poet Cathy Park Hong also questioned the 
term. She wrote an entire essay called “Against 
Witness” pointing out that yes, perhaps, once upon 
a time we needed writers to tell us about the 
human rights violations they witnessed and most 
often also experienced, but now we log onto 
Twitter, and we are all witnesses to police brutality. 
Hong asked: Do we need poets to document state-
sponsored violence, especially when we can see 
that no amount of testimony leads prosecutors to 
indict the accused police officers?” 

https://www.zocalopublicsquare.org/2021/01/11/literature-
of-witness/ideas/essay/ 

 

Podcasts 

 

The Bitter Work Behind Sugar 
 
This report reminds us of the role of investigative 
journalism over the long term - it spans from the 
1990s to today - in exposing human rights 
violations and injustice, in a way that just shining a 
light on it can make change. 

from Reveal / The Center for Investigative Reporting  

https://revealnews.org/podcast/the-bitter-work-behind-
sugar-2022/

https://www.uua.org/action/statements/amen-uprising-commitment-and-call-action
https://www.uua.org/action/statements/amen-uprising-commitment-and-call-action
https://onbeing.org/blog/the-poetry-of-bearing-witness/
https://onbeing.org/blog/the-poetry-of-bearing-witness/
https://www.zocalopublicsquare.org/2021/01/11/literature-of-witness/ideas/essay/
https://www.zocalopublicsquare.org/2021/01/11/literature-of-witness/ideas/essay/
https://revealnews.org/podcast/the-bitter-work-behind-sugar-2022/
https://revealnews.org/podcast/the-bitter-work-behind-sugar-2022/
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The Matter of Black Lives 

 
The October 18, 2021, episode of The Object, a 
podcast from the Minneapolis Institute of Art, is 
about Gordon Parks. 

This podcast episode describes how, as one of the 
most innovative and brilliant photographers of the 
20th Century, Gordon Parks bears witness (and 
thus makes others) to Black life in the U.S., both 
the highs and lows. 

https://soundcloud.com/theobjectpodcast/the-matter-of-
black-lives 

 

Books 
 

Unspeakable: The Tulsa Race Massacre  
by Carole Boston Weatherford 
illustrations by Floyd Cooper 
 
A look at the Tulsa Race Massacre, one of the worst 
incidents of racial violence in US history. The book 
traces the history of African Americans in Tulsa’s 
Greenwood district and chronicles the devastation 
that occurred in 1921 when a white mob attacked 
the Black community. News of what happened was 
largely suppressed, and no official investigation 
occurred for seventy-five years. 

From Goodreads  
Children 

 

We Are Still Here!: Native American Truths 
Everyone Should Know 
by Traci Sorrell 
illustrations by Frane Lessac 
 
Too often, Native American history is treated as a 
finished chapter instead of relevant and ongoing. 
This companion book to the award-winning We Are 
Grateful: Otsaliheliga offers readers everything 
they never learned in school about Native 
American people’s past, present, and future. 
Precise, lyrical writing presents topics including: 
forced assimilation (such as boarding schools), land 
allotment and Native tribal reorganization, 
termination (the US government not recognizing 

tribes as nations), Native urban relocation (from 
reservations), self-determination (tribal self-
empowerment), Native civil rights, the Indian Child 
Welfare Act (ICWA), religious freedom, economic 
development (including casino development), 
Native language revival efforts, cultural 
persistence, and nationhood. 

From Goodreads 
Children 

 

Through My Eyes 
by Ruby Bridges 
 
On November 14, 1960, a tiny six-year-old black 
child, surrounded by federal marshals, walked 
through a mob of screaming segregationists and 
into her school. From where she sat in the office, 
Ruby Bridges could see parents marching through 
the halls and taking their children out of 
classrooms. The next day, Ruby walked through the 
angry mob once again and into a school where she 
saw no other students. The white children did not 
go to school that day, and they wouldn’t go to 
school for many days to come. Surrounded by 
racial turmoil, Ruby, the only student in a 
classroom with one wonderful teacher, learned to 
read and add. 

From Scholastic 
Available at the Unity Library 
Children 

 

Speak Truth to Power: Human Rights 
Defenders Who are Changing Our World 
by Kerry Kennedy and Eddie Adams 
 
Speak Truth to Power presents an inspiring 
rainbow of heroes from more than thirty-five 
countries and five continents. In searing and 
uplifting interviews, veteran human rights defender 
Kerry Kennedy Cuomo examines the quality of 
courage with women and men who are 
dramatically changing the course of events in their 
communities and countries…. Accompanying the 
interviews are a powerful series of portraits by 
world-renowned photographer Eddie Adams.  

From Goodreads

https://soundcloud.com/theobjectpodcast/the-matter-of-black-lives
https://soundcloud.com/theobjectpodcast/the-matter-of-black-lives
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/54222468-unspeakable?ac=1&from_search=true&qid=0AdHMZ7zdQ&rank=1
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/57183543-she-sang-for-the-mountains?from_search=true&from_srp=true&qid=H22620E9Q9&rank=1
https://shop.scholastic.com/parent-ecommerce/books/through-my-eyes-ruby-bridges-9780590189231.html
https://www.librarycat.org/lib/UnityChurch/search/text/through+my+eyes
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/52349.Speak_Truth_to_Power_?ac=1&from_search=true&qid=UfyfDVNSDz&rank=3
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Witness 
by Karen Hesse 
 
Witness… is a poetic tale about friendship, 
fanaticism, and the deadly undercurrents of racial 
prejudice. The story takes place in a small Vermont 
town in the year 1924, revealing the devastating 
impact of the Ku Klux Klan on this pastoral, insular 
community. At the heart of the tale are two 
motherless girls who come to the attention of the 
newly formed Klan: 12-year-old Leanora Sutter, 
who is black, and 6-year-old Esther Hirsch, who is 
Jewish. 

From Goodreads 
Young Adult 

 

What You Have Heard Is True: A Memoir of 
Witness and Resistance 
by Carolyn Forché 
 
Carolyn Forché is twenty-seven when the 
mysterious stranger appears on her doorstep. The 
relative of a friend, he is a charming polymath with 
a mind as seemingly disordered as it is brilliant. 
She’s heard rumors from her friend about who he 
might be: a lone wolf, a communist, a CIA 
operative, a sharpshooter, a revolutionary, a small 
coffee farmer, but according to her, no one 
seemed to know for certain. He has driven from El 
Salvador to invite Forché to visit and learn about 
his country. Captivated for reasons she doesn’t 
fully understand, she accepts and becomes 
enmeshed in something beyond her 
comprehension. 

From Goodreads 
Available at the Unity Library 

 

Movies 
 

Milk 
directed by Gus Van Sant, 2008 
 
The story of Harvey Milk and his struggles as an 
American gay activist who fought for gay rights and 
became California’s first openly gay elected official. 

From IMDb 
Available at the Unity Library 

 

Witness 
Directed by Peter Weir, 1985 
 
When a young Amish boy is sole witness to a 
murder while visiting Philadelphia with his mother, 
police detective John Book tries to protect the boy 
until an attempt on Book’s life forces him into 
hiding in Amish country. 

From IMDb 

 

Schindler's List 
directed by Steven Spielberg, 1993 
 
In German-occupied Poland during World War II, 
industrialist Oskar Schindler gradually becomes 
concerned for his Jewish workforce after 
witnessing their persecution by the Nazis. 

From IMDb 

 

Philomena 
directed by Stephen Frears, 2013 
 
A world-weary political journalist picks up the story 
of a woman’s search for her son, who was taken 
away from her decades ago after she became 
pregnant and was forced to live in a convent. 

From IMDb 

 

Spotlight  
directed by Tom McCarthy, 2015 
 
The true story of how the Boston Globe uncovered 
the massive scandal of child molestation and cover-
up within the local Catholic Archdiocese. 

From IMDb

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/26480.Witness?from_search=true&from_srp=true&qid=HFGptPhKkN&rank=3
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/40712499-what-you-have-heard-is-true?from_search=true&from_srp=true&qid=mrR0sBXTde&rank=1
https://www.librarycat.org/lib/UnityChurch/search/text/What+You+Have+Heard+Is+True
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1013753/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
https://www.librarycat.org/lib/UnityChurch/search/text/milk
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0090329/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0108052/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt2431286/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1895587/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
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A Secret Love  
directed by Chris Bolan, 2020 
 
Director Bolan documents the inspiring story of his 
two beloved great aunts -- Pat Henschel and pro 
baseball player Terry Donahue --who fell in love in 
1947, a dangerous time to be openly lesbian. 
Despite fear, prejudice, sacrifice and keeping it a 
secret from their families, their relationship 
endured. The film pays witness to a remarkable 
love. After coming out in their 80s, the two finally 
married. 

Netflix 

 

Music 
 

I Am Willing 
by Holly Near 
https://youtu.be/dge7f1Ne4Ng 

 

Battle Hymn of the Republic 
by Odetta 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4VsE9T4Sr30 

 

Doctor My Eyes 
by Jackson Browne 
https://youtu.be/qKGTaplzmV4 
 

Witness Spotify playlist 
https://spoti.fi/3IHvtAv 

• Phillipa Soo and Lin-Manual Miranda – That 
Would Be Enough 

• Marvin Gaye – Can I Get A Witness 

• New Order – Love Vigilantes  

• Justin Townes Earle – Look The Other Way 

• Fiona Apple – Periphery 

• Sia – Courage to Change 

• James Brown – Papa’s Got A Brand New 
Bag 

 

TV/Video 
 

USC Shoah Foundation 
https://sfi.usc.edu/ 

 
Steven Spielberg founded the Institute in 1994 to 
videotape and preserve interviews with survivors 
and other witnesses of the Holocaust. Today, the 
Institute houses nearly 55,000 audio-visual 
testimonies conducted in 65 countries and in 43 
languages. In addition to the Holocaust, 
testimonies now include genocides in Cambodia, 
Rwanda, Armenia, Guatemala, and other places. 

This USC Shoah Foundation Story video is about the 
Institute’s history and its current mission at the 
University of Southern California. 

https://cdnapisec.kaltura.com/index.php/extwidget/preview/
partner_id/993682/uiconf_id/45689172/entry_id/0_epvbk3si
/embed/dynamic 

 

Touched By an Angel – 151 Psalm 
YouTube  

 

Brief But Spectacular 
 
A photographer’s Brief But Spectacular take on 
representation and the power of portraiture. Since 
childhood, Jess T. Dugan has recognized the power 
of photography in documenting the world around 
them. As they grew into their gender identity, they 
began using photography and portraits to capture 
not only their own life but the lives of other queer 
people. 

In a powerful testament to bearing witness, Jess T. 
Dugan says, “I think that a lot of what I do centers 
around the power of letting yourself be seen and 
seeing others.” 

https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/a-photographers-
brief-but-spectacular-take-on-representation-and-the-power-
of-portraiture 

 

https://www.netflix.com/title/80209024
https://youtu.be/dge7f1Ne4Ng
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4VsE9T4Sr30
https://youtu.be/qKGTaplzmV4
https://spoti.fi/3IHvtAv
https://sfi.usc.edu/
https://cdnapisec.kaltura.com/index.php/extwidget/preview/partner_id/993682/uiconf_id/45689172/entry_id/0_epvbk3si/embed/dynamic
https://cdnapisec.kaltura.com/index.php/extwidget/preview/partner_id/993682/uiconf_id/45689172/entry_id/0_epvbk3si/embed/dynamic
https://cdnapisec.kaltura.com/index.php/extwidget/preview/partner_id/993682/uiconf_id/45689172/entry_id/0_epvbk3si/embed/dynamic
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Touched+by+an+angel+Psalm+151&view=detail&mid=6E35A877373BADA707B26E35A877373BADA707B2&FORM=VIRE
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/a-photographers-brief-but-spectacular-take-on-representation-and-the-power-of-portraiture
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/a-photographers-brief-but-spectacular-take-on-representation-and-the-power-of-portraiture
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/a-photographers-brief-but-spectacular-take-on-representation-and-the-power-of-portraiture
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ART 
 

Outside In 
 

 
by James Turrell  
 

“His work is a wonderful example of how art, 
especially contemporary art, can be defined as 
‘showing us something’ or sharing (witnessing) an 
insight, rather than depicting something in the 
sense of making a picture. In this video… he talks in 
vivid terms about the pattern of light in 
symbolizing vision, revelation, witness.” 

~Merrill Aldrich 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tjQik2RJZ5w 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udlzm3Ea3RE 

 

Photography 
 

Deona Marie  
 

 
Photo by Erika Sanders, Unity Church-Unitarian 

On June 13, 2021, Deona Marie Knajdek Erickson 
was protesting the police killing of Winston Smith 
in Uptown. An SUV drove at high speed into the 
gathered protesters, injuring several people and 
killing Deona Marie. Protesters held a vigil for her 
on subsequent nights. 
 

Say his name 
 

 
Photo by Paul Rogne, Unity Church-Unitarian 
 

I can’t breathe 
 

 
Photo by Erika Sanders, Unity Church-Unitarian  

 
 

 
Contributors: Karen Hering and the Chalice Circle packet team: Merrill Aldrich, Andrea La Sonde Anastos, 

Shelley Butler, Mike Funck, Lia Rivamonte, and Erika Sanders. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tjQik2RJZ5w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udlzm3Ea3RE
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